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Living the Liberal Arts

“T

he world today is different even from when

instill an eagerness to continue learning. I don’t mean simply

you entered here four years ago.”

going on to graduate or professional school (as important

As I prepared to speak these words to the

opportunities for informal education—reading great ﬁction,

to me that the unavoidable fact of change is the driving force

attending concerts, discussing politics, traveling the world. All

and principal validation of the liberal arts. After all, if stasis

of these activities help keep Williams graduates valuable in a

were the norm, we’d all master a single ﬁeld or skill and be

rapidly changing labor market. More important, they enrich

set for the rest of our (not terribly interesting or useful) lives.

our whole lives.

But the norm is change, ever increasingly so. As Pulitzer

When I travel to alumni gatherings, I’m encouraged by

Prize-winning journalist and New York Times columnist

evidence that our graduates have become lifelong learners

Tom Friedman remarked in a recent campus visit, our newly

and how readily they give credit for that to their Williams

“ﬂattened” world brings with it both extraordinary uncertainty

experience. Wherever Williams people meet I hear about

and opportunity. Members of my own generation will on

someone who still avidly listens to music because of Irwin

average switch employers several times over our careers.

Shainman or appreciates art because of Lane Faison ’29 or

Members of the rising generation may switch careers

Eva Grudin or follows the intricacies of international politics

several times.

because of Fred Greene, and on and on.

The real world is an excellent—and demanding—teacher.

Faculty impart these lessons most powerfully through

Keeping pace with rapid changes in technology, diminishing

their own example. Williams professors are dogged lifelong

trade barriers and colliding cultures puts a premium on

learners. Their passion is largely what drove them to the

learning how to learn, on becoming intellectually agile.

profession. That fact probably doesn’t surprise you. You might

Far beyond merely imparting facts, a liberal arts education

be startled, though, to hear that faculty learn as much from

develops students who think in ways that enable them to

students as the reverse. I’m certainly grateful for our students’

incorporate new knowledge and skills as they encounter them

contributions to my own ongoing education. Generous with

throughout their lives. Williams has long prepared students

support, honest with criticism, they’ve helped me become a

to cultivate independent thought, expand their capacity to

better educator and a better person.

cope with new ideas and outlooks, grow comfortable with

And I trust that when members of the Class of 2006 reﬂect

differences—in short, to transcend their respective parochial

on this place years in the future, they’ll be most grateful that

points of view and join in a larger understanding.

they left here with a desire to keep learning throughout their

Williams’ 11th president, Jack Sawyer, deﬁned the liberal
arts as educating people to “solve problems whose shape we
cannot yet deﬁne.” Precisely such problems deﬁne the world
we live in now. To prepare Williams students for the demands
of leadership, the College has embraced a strategic plan that
will strengthen all that we value most in a Williams education.
In teaching writing, speaking and critical thinking skills
as well as crossing the disciplinary thresholds of knowledge,
bringing real-world ﬁeldwork into the classroom and helping
students to educate one another, Williams also strives to
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as that can be) but also taking advantage of the myriad

Class of 2006 at this year’s Baccalaureate Service, it occurred

lives and with the habits of mind and heart that make that
possible.
—Morty Schapiro

Ahead of the Times

competitive spirit to keep the Times thriving. With print sites added
around the country in recent years, the newspaper now is available for home delivery in 338 markets and can be purchased at
about 60,000 retail markets in the U.S. For that reason, circulation
outside New York has grown dramatically in the last five years,
primarily at the expense of The Wall Street Journal. The Times
now claims 1.1 million daily readers and 1.7 million on Sundays.
Meanwhile, the paper has redesigned a number of its sections
and moved aggressively into the college market. It has broadened
its brand through initiatives including NYTimes.com, which, with
1.5 million hits a day, is the world’s most popular newspaperowned Web site; the Discovery Times Channel, a digital TV outlet
whose ad revenues grew 50 percent in 2004; and the New York
Times Travel Show. The company’s acquisition of About.com in
March 2005 also has proven to be an enormous success, with
strong—and growing—ad revenues.
“These are all forms of business innovation
to better serve our customers,” says HeekinCanedy, who also holds a law degree from
Northeastern and an M.B.A. from Columbia.
“We are building out the business, if you
will, through the brand.”
It’s a savvy strategy, industry analysts note.
“I think there’s a tendency on the part of
the naysayers to think somebody is about
ready to blow taps on the industry and we
have moments to live,” says John Kimball,
chief marketing officer for the Newspaper
Association of America. But newspapers like
the Times that expand their appeal through
different media and other products are witnessing “significant” growth, he adds. “It’s
just that it’s growing over a broad product
line as opposed to single product line, the
paid newspaper circulation.”
Despite these achievements, HeekinCanedy is a quiet and humble leader, his
colleagues say, reluctant to take credit for the
company’s successes. His recognition of his
own contributions is characteristically understated. “To achieve these newspaper results—
at the same time we’ve built a tremendous
Web presence—is a testimony to the strength
of our brand, but I think also to the strength
of the strategy,” he says. “I’m proud to say I
was part of it.”

A

s a high school student, HeekinCanedy (his name at that time
was Scott Canedy) was a competitive cross-country and downhill
skier—“passionate about it,” he says—as
well as a runner. He wanted to go to a small
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liberal arts college and ski, but the Middlebury team was out of
the question. “I wasn’t that good,” he recalls with a laugh.
And so he chose Williams, in the heart of ski country and 10
minutes from home. “The punch line is that, after I got there,
I decided not to compete [as a skier],” he says. “When I got to
college, it was a whole new world. There were so many things
to do.”
Williams, he says, “was definitely one of the best decisions in
my life. I loved it. I loved it. I was surrounded by such a collection of richly talented people in such a beautiful locale.”
He majored in political science and in his senior year fell in
love with a first-year religion major, Anne Heekin. After graduating in 1974, he spent a year in Washington, D.C., working for
Ralph Nader and helping to organize public interest research
groups, including MassPIRG. In 1975, he and Anne married

and hyphenated their names. Scott Heekin-Canedy then enrolled
at Northeastern University School of Law, and Anne transferred
to and later graduated from Wellesley.
After receiving his law degree in 1979, Heekin-Canedy spent
several years as a hearings examiner for the state welfare office
in Boston but never intended to practice law as a career. He
wanted to get into the business end of media, a highly competitive field in the early 1980s. At the age of 32, he enrolled in the
M.B.A. program at Columbia University, where he was one of
a group of older students known as “the gray panthers.” After
completing his degree he went to work for the Dow Jones Co.
and has spent almost his entire career since in the newspaper
business.
In 1987 he joined the Times as a circulation market planning
analyst. He then went to the Los Angeles Times but in 1992

returned to the New York newspaper as an assistant manager
of financial planning. Today, as president and manager of the
newspaper and its related ancillary businesses, he oversees
circulation, marketing, production and distribution, human
resources, finance, labor relations and advertising sales.
Heekin-Canedy is quick to emphasize that he has no oversight
of the editorial side of the newspaper. “We are structured in a
way to the fullest extent possible to separate and insulate the
news and editorial departments from the commercial part,” he
says. His peers Bill Keller, executive editor, and Gail Collins,
editorial page editor, report directly to Sulzberger, who can be
called upon “to mediate those frictions and collisions” that may
arise, Heekin-Canedy says.

T

hese days, HeekinCanedy’s rare free time is
spent with his family, and
he no longer skis. “My
body couldn’t take it anymore,” he
says with a smile, although he remains
trim and athletic-looking. At the Times
offices by 6 a.m., he makes it a point to
leave by around 5:30 p.m. in order to
be back at his Connecticut home with
Anne and their 13-year-old daughter.
Those who work for him say he puts
a strong emphasis on family time and
work-life balance.
And not all is rosy at the company.
Despite the success of its aggressive
business strategy, the company last
year announced significant job cuts at
the New York newspaper and several
other papers it owns. Ad revenues in
the Times-owned New England Media
Group, including at The Boston Globe,
have continued a steady and significant
downward path.
As Usnik explains, “The Times Co.
and the newspaper industry in general
have faced a challenging advertising
environment for the past six years, and
we’ve taken a number of steps in order
to improve efficiency and ensure the
long-term success of the Times,” including staff reductions.
The result? “With each passing year,”
Heekin-Canedy says, “we see the pentup demand for what we do.” ■
Elaine McArdle is a writer in
Watertown, Mass. She is currently
co-writing a book on migraines.
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Can Creativity Be Taught?

ards, Biology
w
d
E
Joan
It was Louis
Pasteur who said,
“Chance favors the prepared
mind.” I would say the same about
creativity. If you can get students’ minds
working in the right way, if you can give them
the tools, they are more likely to come up with
creative ideas.
In botany, it’s really important to train students how
to notice patterns: why things are the way they are, how
plants are related from an evolutionary standpoint. Most
[students] are not used to using their eyes like that. They
need to be trained to see.
At that age, you don’t think you can make an original
contribution to the world. So at the same time that you’re
giving students the tools, you need to let them know
all the things we don’t know. Vines, for example, grow
toward the dark so they can climb up big trees, but
once they reach a tree, they begin to grow toward
the light. How do they make that switch? Is it
a physical mechanism or physiological? We
don’t know. You have to let students know
that there’s a great unknown world
out there and that they can
contribute.
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Creative Writing
Jim Shepard,
You can’t provide someone
with the gift, but you can really accelerate the gift’s development. You can help them
understand what they can and can’t do with the gifts
they’ve been blessed with and how to maximize what they can
do. You might find yourself saying, for example, “If you’re going to
attempt multiple points of view, you may find that that diminishes the
reader’s ability to maintain the illusion of a strong connection to the main
character. Did you want that effect?” You help them examine their decisions, which are almost always made intuitively.
It is a truism about most creative people that they have to develop
individually. That would suggest that really talented and determined
people will do it anyway whether they get help or not. But
probably they wouldn’t do it at the same rate. Nearly all
creative people apprentice themselves to mentors of one sort or another.
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, Philosophy
Steve Gerrard
I think that in high school,
students are taught a superficial form of
creativity in which it’s good to be creative, to express oneself, to “go with the flow.” What I try to teach is a sophisticated form
of creativity that involves knowing what the rules are and then breaking the
rules for a reason. There’s nothing wrong with self-expression, but it doesn’t allow
students to confront somebody else: Plato, for example, or their roommate. We’re taught
to be too selfish; we think our view is the only perspective and our eyes the only ones worth
looking through.
In my intro courses, my assignments are precisely defined, down to the last comma. In my more
advanced courses, I assign an open-ended project. Some kids come in with marvelous creative projects, but that’s unusual. Many students tell me their ideas and sort of want to write another paper, just
as they’ve done 500 times before. They don’t know how to put together what they love to do or are
really interested in with what they’ve learned in the course. So I try to talk to each of them individually.
Before we even talk about the topic, it’s a matter of listening. If I have a skill as a teacher, it’s being a
listener. I try to find out what they are really interested in—not what I’m assuming they would be
interested in or what I want them to be interested in—and then find a way to relate that to the
work we’re doing. I try to help them find a project they truly can be excited about.
Encouraging risk-taking is extremely delicate: If you let them know there is no risk
Mathematics
to risk-taking, the risk disappears. You have to have standards; otherwise, there
Burger,
d
r
a
w
d
E
is no risk. One way is to give people a second chance. If they turn in a
In every single
paper and get a bad grade, you give them the option of doing
course I teach, creativity
it over. The point is for them to learn, not to fail.
is one of the cornerstones. Take
calculus,
the most canonical class:
y
s
Bill Wootters, Ph ics
90 percent of the students aren’t going
If you’re in the
to use it as adults in their everyday lives. Only
habit of asking questions
those going into science or engineering will
because you’re curious about the
use it. Then what is the point to my teaching it at
way nature works, you’re more likely to
college? The answer is creativity and the thinking prohit upon a really interesting question. And, in
cess involved in cracking open difficult questions and
physics, asking the right question is the hardanswering them. The process can transcend mathematics
est part. You have to have a certain amount of
and enter their everyday lives.
knowledge in order to frame the question. In the
There are ways of training people to think about things
beginning, therefore, it may not be so important
in certain ways and look at things in certain ways that will
for students to exhibit creativity. At that stage,
foster a more creative way of thinking. I offer challenging
it’s more important to nurture their curiosity.
questions for which the solution is by no means apparYou can also raise questions that no one
ent—not just a variation of previous questions I’ve given
knows the answer to, let them know
them, but a completely different type of challenge, so that
that science is not finished: There
the students can’t mimic what was done before. They need
is room for new discovery.
to bring something of themselves to the question.
In all my courses, I emphasize the power of failure:
learning from failed attempts and taking risks. Five
percent of students’ final grades are based on their
5, Studio Art
Mike Glier ’7
narrative of failure: how they learned from their
Eventually, you want to give a student
failed attempts. I judge the quality of their failure
a problem that doesn’t have a certain outcome. For
by the size of the risk they’ve taken and the
example, when you’re teaching the essay style, you first want the
amount of insight they have generated
student to create a simple thesis and then prove it in a very logical way.
from their mistakes. I do that as an
But then there’s a point, when they get the form down, that you ask them to
invitation to the student to take
venture a thesis that is unexpected and unproven. At this moment you want them
risks, to try ideas without
to use that form to come up with a new idea, a new point of view, a synthesis
fear of failure.
of information that hasn’t been made before. That’s a real switch. At one
moment you’re teaching the form, but then, when they get it,
you want them to use the form to be creative in
their investigation.
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Can Creativity Be Taught?

Mark R

einhardt, Political S

cience

It’s a little like being a parent. You simultaneously
recognize the obduracy of people, that they are who they are, and, at
the same time, you do everything you can to nudge them in certain ways.
One of our jobs as professors is to model or perform for our students a certain kind of relationship to
knowledge. One of the really important things to me as a student was having these slightly over-the-top people
being impassioned at the front of the room. There was something almost aberrant about the intensity of their interest in
the particular topic that they were teaching. What they were most passionate about was calling into question things you had
hitherto taken for granted.
Tolerating failure is a great way to encourage creativity. We could grow a little on that one. Everyone here is so successful that failure is
really fraught. I had a conversation with a student last week. I had written a comment on his paper saying, “This is an inspired failure.” It was
such an imaginative idea, but it was all over the place. I told him, “Your task over the next two years is to figure out, and have us help you figure
out, how to more effectively execute this.” I don’t want him to do something more conventional or safe. I was so much happier reading this
paper than one that might be tightly done but less ambitious. His confusion was due to the extent of his reach; he was trying to compare
an apparently unrelated problem in economics with a problem in politics, arguing that there are actually parallels between the two due
to a common underlying cause. I want him to hang onto the really huge and inspired underlying idea that he couldn’t develop
adequately, because he’s still growing, he still doesn’t have all the tools.
As professors, we are supposed to be specialists in one thing. But we also need to be in touch with the freedom of
undergraduate life. They are taking physics, politics, music, economics—they’re able to think about all of
these things and see how one thing connects to another in a supposedly unrelated area.
Staying in touch with that experience can help us teach; it might even
help us in our scholarly work.

Perhaps nothing can be taught, but anything can be learned.
		
Marvin Bell

Susan Engel, Psychology
I think it’s a
mistake to think
that you can give students
fact, fact, fact and have them
learn what others have said and
then, only later, ask them to be creative
and critical. By the time they’re supposedly ready to be creative, they’re not. They
need to see how these strands are connected
in other people’s work, and they need to engage
in those aspects of the work themselves right
from the beginning. When I assign essays, I’m not
interested in whether students can repeat facts
from a book; I know they can. In my Pscyhology
of Education course, I have them read theories of
child development early in the course and then do
observations of a real child. For their mid-term,
they have to look at that child through the eyes
of two of the theorists, a task that encourages
them to think both critically and creatively;
they may have to account for some behavior they didn’t read about in the theory.
The culminating assignment in the
class is to design a school. It’s very
creative, but they must support
it with evidence from all
the research they’ve
read.
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Thomas Kohut, History
The way I teach history is to
try to get the students to develop historical empathy: to be able to imagine themselves
living in a different place and a different time under different
circumstances and with a different past. They need to be able to
imagine their way, think their way, inside the experience of the people of
the past in order to understand why those people thought and acted and felt
as they did. Historical understanding requires creativity and imagination.
Often in my classeses I’ll have students engage in debates where they have to
take positions that people in the past took, even positions we might find repellent. In
order to understand racism you have to think your way, imagine your way, inside the
world view of a racist. So imagination and fantasy are an important part of historical
thinking. You need imagination and fantasy to be able to understand and come up with
your own interpretation of the people of the past. So, for me, imagination and fantasy
are at least as important as the ability to think critically. You need to be able to come
up with ideas in order to be able to critique them. But even there imagination is
required. You have to be able to imagine how others might critique your ideas in
order to protect yourself from those critiques.   
By asking students to critique others’ ideas, we help them develop
the ability to challenge received wisdom and the dominant
paradigms. By asking students to imagine themselves inside
the experience of people of the past, we develop their
ability to come up with their own original
ideas about the past.

Sandra Burton, Dance
Everybody has creativity. Some
people are more aware of their own ability to tap
into it, or they’re more called to activate it. Whatever cultural life there
is in their community or in their home life either celebrates that creativity or draws
tight parameters around it, imposes social constraints.
At Williams, you get students who’ve always taken ballet or piano because these are the trappings of culture. You get students who haven’t had these opportunities at all, and this is their first
chance to jump in the pool. And you get students who have lived in their heads, who are uncomfortable in
their bodies and, sometimes, uncomfortable with other people. We get a lot of young people who’ve never
danced before who come into the studio because they want to get involved in dance or because they’re working
through a barrier. Either way, we strive to help them.
Talent is a wonderful companion to creativity, but sometimes talented people are not creative. Some
people may not be the best dancers, but, my God, can they choreograph! The more you learn the more
it can help you fire up your own creativity. Learning the dance fundamentals provides a way to
learn the potential of your own body. The dance program is a safe place for the novice
and the experienced person to learn more, go deeper and to do this in the
company of other people looking to challenge themselves and to
connect with creativity.
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HerStory
A Q&A with Nancy McIntire

Portrait by Kevin Kenneﬁck

A citation for Nancy McIntire read at her retirement luncheon probably says it
best: She “is a part of Williams’ history.” During her 36 years here, as Williams
has doubled in size and broadened its community, McIntire has been central to
guiding the College in its efforts to more fully seek out and support students,
faculty and staff from previously marginalized groups. It’s hard to talk about
McIntire without using words like “pioneer” and “visionary,” and countless members of the Williams community describe her as “the conscience of the College.”
McIntire talked with Kate Stone Lombardi ’78 in May about the College’s
transformation since “co-eds” arrived on campus, the changing nature of diversity
at Williams and the work still to be done.
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Nancy and I used to skate together at noon. … The rink always felt warmer when Nancy was there. Around and around we would
go. Nancy’s skating was always steady and strong, like her work for the College, like her leadership for Williams women. Consistency,
dependability and warmth. I never saw Nancy fall. I don’t think anyone at the College ever has. —Mary Schendel ’73

What was your ﬁrst job at Williams?
Assistant dean of the College, but I was splitting my time with
admissions. The ofﬁces were both in Hopkins Hall at the time,
so it was just a matter of going up and down the stairs. My ﬁrst
year, 1970-71, there were 90 undergraduate women—45 transfers and 45 exchange students—and about 1,200 men. There
were maybe six or seven full-time women on the faculty, only a
couple of whom were on the tenure track.
We agreed that I would not be called the dean of women,
although most people frequently assumed I was and would
introduce me that way. I always corrected them. I thought all
of us in the dean’s ofﬁce ought to be working with men and
women. I constantly reminded all of us that this was a shared
responsibility, even though I was hired to make sure the transition for women was as smooth as it could be.
What had been the decision-making process concerning
coeducation at Williams?
The ﬁrst decision was whether to expand the student body—
should the College grow so that it was more efﬁcient in terms
of space and faculty? And the second question was should those
additional 600 students be men or women? One of the things
that had a great impact on Williams and the other men’s schools
was the Patterson report (a 1968 study of the “advisability
and feasibility” of enlarging Princeton’s role in the education
of women), which discovered that fewer high school men were
interested in going to single-sex institutions. The handwriting
was on the wall.
A Committee on Coordinate Education and Related
Questions was formed at Williams (to study inclusion of women
students). One model would have been the Radcliffe-Harvard
model; that is, you set up a separate women’s college. President
Jack Sawyer and others talked about that in the late 1960s, but
they quickly decided not to go in that direction, because the
women’s college would always be secondary. The “related question” was full coeducation, and in fact the committee recommended that to the faculty. The faculty voted in January of 1969
to recommend that Williams include undergraduate women in
signiﬁcant numbers as early as feasible. The committee and the
trustees concurred.
How smooth was the transition?
The College had done a lot of planning for women. There
was already a women’s locker room, two gynecologists, and
they had added me. One big difference was that the College had
already started to expand the student body and was building
dormitories. What we didn’t face was crowding, as they did at
Yale. Men and women were not in competition here for space.
The positive alumni response and the positive faculty response
were also really signiﬁcant, in contrast to other places. When I
went out on the road to talk to alumni groups, even those few
alums who admitted they sort of regretted that Williams no

longer had fraternities and said, “Oh gee, it’s co-ed,” would
then have this light bulb go off—“Oh, but that means my
daughter as well as my granddaughters can go to Williams.”
What were some issues that weren’t anticipated?
We made a couple of mistakes. In the ﬁrst year or two for
women students, many of them were living in small houses
around campus. We divided up the women, assigning them to
the “row houses” for social life, because we wanted as many
residential houses to be co-ed as possible. But in any row
house there were just too few women, and that was awkward,
especially when there were “retro” men who were apt to say,
“Co-ed, go home.”
Another thing not anticipated was how similar the women
would be to the men that were already at Williams. The College
thought that women would enroll in undersubscribed courses
and provide different cultural niceties. Williams really didn’t
anticipate the way in which women students were like their
brothers. When we did a review of coeducation in 1974-75, we
found that women were taking many of the same courses that
men were, and women were also athletes.
The athletic stuff really surprised Jack Sawyer. I remember a
very interesting conversation with him about women’s sports,
and I said, “Well, what about lacrosse?” And he had this
amazed look on his face and said, “Do women play lacrosse?”
But Jack Sawyer, Steve Lewis ’60 (then provost), Neil Grabois
(then dean of the College), John Hyde ’52 (former dean of the
College) and others were extremely supportive of me and the
women at Williams in the early days of coeducation. They were
always accessible and willing to listen.
A 1972 Berkshire Eagle article described you as “the young,
pretty and perky associate dean of Williams.” The reporter also
asked what you would do if you were married and your husband
was transferred across the country. Was that kind of sexism
common?
I hated that article! The vocabulary then was still very much
old fashioned. Women were girls, even adult women.
There were also periodic moments of invisibility. I would go
into a meeting and make a contribution, and, ﬁve minutes later,
someone else would say the same thing. You began to doubt if
you were even there.
The other thing that would frequently happen is that faculty
or staff would turn to you and say, “What’s the women’s point
of view?” On the one hand, you kind of like to be invited for
your opinion. On the other hand, you don’t want to speak for
all women. But you know if you don’t speak for women, no one
else will, so you are caught in this bind of hating that question
and feeling as though you really need to respond.
The early women faculty were signiﬁcant pioneers, since there
were so few of them. They had to cope with careers and family,
including childbirth, when the College had no children’s center
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SIGNATURE

by Sara St. Antoine ’88

My Real Williams Homecoming

I

f you have ever walked through an art

the College. It was Williamstown, the place, that

The impacts of such buying on a community

museum asking yourself which painting you

really drew me in. There were winter hikes up Stone

the size of Williamstown are enormous. Housing

would, given the chance, take home for your

Hill, silent but for our snowshoes crunching through

prices have soared above the reach of many

living room, then you will perhaps understand

the icy crust. There was the fox we spotted napping

faculty and most staff. Many have moved to

how I felt walking through the neighborhoods of

in the hedgerow behind our house, and the wild

North Adams and Adams, putting more cars on

Williamstown in the winter of 2004. It’s a feeling

turkeys fussing on the edge of Hopkins Forest. There

Route 2 and dissolving some of the intimacy for

of being so taken by the beauty before you that

was the din of wood frogs, spring peepers and

which Williams is known. New housing develop-

you can’t help but want to make it your own.

bullfrogs adding their successive refrains as April

ments such as those on Pine Cobble—the only

gave way to May and June. There was the late-day

true land-use travesty I observed during my

residing in Williamstown for January and the

glow of green ﬁelds spreading out at our feet as we

stay—threaten the rural beauty that deﬁnes the

spring semester. He was a research fellow at the

descended the Hopper on a springtime hike.

town and College. What’s more, out-of-state

My husband, infant daughter and I were

Clark Art Institute, and we were ensconced in a

I found myself wanting to make this place

residents who have their second homes on School

well-appointed apartment on South Street. It was

mine, to own a piece that would conﬁrm my

Street, Meacham and Cole erode the livability of

largely my goading that had prompted my hus-

belonging. Hence I wandered through town with

these neighborhoods in countless large and small

band to apply for this fellowship. Sixteen years of

that wistful, possessive eye. I wondered which was

ways. They aren’t around to shovel the sidewalks

urban living since graduation had left me dream-

the ideal neighborhood and which house I’d buy if

after a snowstorm, forcing schoolchildren and

ing—literally—of Williamstown and its rural

I could. I soon settled on a brown house at the top

parents with strollers to walk in the street. They

expanses. When our plans for 2004 were ﬁnally

of the Knolls that looked out over my favorite rus-

don’t get involved with neighborhood planning.

set, I felt a sense of anticipation and excitement I

tic ﬁeld. Impossibly, the house came on the market

Their houses—dark and vacant for most of the

had not known in years.

only a few weeks later. For a few days, I took this

year—reduce the overall security and cohesion

as a sign: The house was meant for me! It was just

of the street. Imagine being an elderly person

hoped for. I taught a Winter Study course through

like the ﬁnal scene in Miracle on 34th Street. Yet

alone in your home knowing that the houses on

the Center for Environmental Studies and found in

the ticket price put a quick end to my delusions.

either side of you are empty. Imagine being a child

the current crop of students—at least the 12 in my

In time I realized this was for the best. I was

knowing that few houses around you have anyone

The return to Williamstown was everything I had

seminar—a familiar but fresh perspective on the

gradually becoming more familiar with the village

to receive trick-or-treaters or Girl Scout cookie

College as well as shining talents that inspired me

community—the young faculty, the conserva-

sellers, much less any potential playmates.

in my own work. When I needed advice about grad-

tors at the Clark, the bakers, the schoolteachers.

I don’t know how we learn to love something

ing, I turned to my former adviser, English professor

Through them I learned that vigorous real estate

without needing to possess it. I don’t know how

Bob Bell, and soon we were swapping stories and

sales have been something of a curse for local

we protect the spirit of communities anywhere

experiences over lunch. I’d forgotten how small the

residents. Time and again, alums like me—well,

from the carelessness of somebody else’s

Williams community is and how welcoming. I found

better heeled than I—are placing bids on houses

prosperity. But I do know this: In our four years

myself chatting with professors at the grocery store

that no locals can match. “Don’t even try,” one

at Williams, we students were offered rare entry

and meeting alums at the snack bar and the post

real estate agent cautioned my recently tenured

into a close-knit rural community. Remarkably, this

ofﬁce. I even discovered, upon bumping into coach

friend when he inquired about a house on Cole

welcome remains if we return. It’s there even if we

Dick Farley, that the man has a knack for remember-

Avenue that had just come on the market. “There

have no title to these lands, and maybe especially

ing the faces and stories of former athletes that

will be ﬁve bids from New Jersey by tomorrow.”

if we do not.

rivals his prowess as a coach.

Other people told me of alums knocking on their

But this extended homecoming was about
something more than the past and even more than
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doors and giving them their business cards. “Call

Sara St. Antoine ’88 is an environmental writer

me if you ever think of selling,” they said.

and editor based in Cambridge, Mass.

